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This paper consists of several loosely organized remarks on the constructive

methods for rational approximation developed by Vitushkin in [13]. These remarks

are grouped under three headings.

The first topic, taken up in §1, illustrates the simplest case of the approximation

scheme, and shows how it can be used to give simple proofs of rational approxima-

tion theorems on a class of infinitely connected compact sets. Special cases of these

theorems have been proved by other methods by Fisher [8] and Zalcman [16].

This section also serves as an introduction to the integral operator T$, which is

used in §§2 and 3.

The second topic, involving pointwise bounded approximation, occupies §§2

through 5. In §2, necessary and sufficient conditions are given on an open plane

set U in order that every bounded analytic function on U be a pointwise limit on

U of a bounded sequence of uniformly continuous analytic functions on U. This

result, together with Mergelyan's theorem, yields the Farrell-Rubel-Shields theorem

(cf. [12]) on pointwise bounded approximation by polynomials, and its extension

to finitely connected sets (cf. Corollary 3.3) by Ahern and Sarason [1]. It will be

noted, however, that the constructive techniques alone do not give the best possible

bounds on the norms of the approximating functions. In §3 we obtain partial

results on pointwise bounded approximation by rational functions. §§4 and 5 are

devoted to constructing an example of a set for which pointwise bounded approxi-

mation by uniformly continuous analytic functions obtains, whereas approximation

by rational functions fails.

The final topic, relegated to §6, involves extending Vitushkin's techniques to

vector-valued functions, in order to obtain results on uniform approximation by

analytic functions of several complex variables. A related result has been given by

Eifler in [7].

The main definitions and notations we will be using are as follows. The Riemann

sphere will be denoted by S2. If U is an open subset of S2, then >7"(t/) will denote

the algebra of bounded analytic functions on U, and A(U) will denote the algebra

of functions continuous on the closure U of U which are analytic on U. If ^ is a
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compact plane set, then C(X) is the algebra of all continuous complex-valued

functions on X, A(X) is the algebra of functions in C(X) which are analytic on the

interior X° of X, R(X) is the algebra of functions in C(X) which can be approxi-

mated uniformly on Xby rational functions with poles off X, and P(X) is the algebra

of functions in C(X) which can be approximated uniformly on X by polynomials

in z. (With this notation notice that A(X) is isomorphic to A(X°) when Xo is

dense in X.) The symbol || • || will always denote the supremum norm over the

appropriate set. The closed disc with center at z and radius a is denoted by A(z; a).

The continuous analytic capacity of a plane set E is defined by

a(E) = sup{|/'(oo)| : fe C(S2), ||/|| £ l, fis analytic off some

compact subset of E}.

The analytic capacity of E is

y(E) = sup {|/'(°°)| : /is analytic off some compact subset of E, ||/|[ ^ 1}.

Evidently y and a are monotone set functions satisfying a(E) ^ y(E), with equality

when E is open. For more on analytic capacity see [13] and [15]. The inner boundary

of a compact set is its boundary less the boundaries of the complementary

components.

1. A basic lemma. The techniques of Vitushkin rely on functions which are

constructed as in the following simple lemma (cf. [15, p. 88]).

1.1 Lemma. Let </> be a continuously differentiable function on the plane with com-

pact support X. For every bounded measurable function f on the complex plane,

define

mo = i$m±äpxd!. mm+i $jMpxd,

Then Téfhas the following properties:

(i) Téf is measurable, and

II7V/1L ¿ 2diam(X)||3^/3z|U sup |/(z)-/(OI = 4diam(JO||^/0z||co||/||x.

(ii) T^fis analytic off X and vanishes at oo.

(in) T^fis continuous wherever f is continuous.

(iy) To fis analytic wherever fis analytic.

(v) f—Tófis analytic on the interior e>/</>_1(l).

Proof. The integral JJ [f(z)l(z- 0](8<f>ldz) dx dy, being the convolution of the

locally integrable function 1/z and a bounded function with compact support,

depends continuously on £. Consequently T^f is measurable, and (iii) is valid.

The estimates in (i) are straightforward. Both (ii) and (v) follow immediately from

the second formula for T0f.
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Suppose that/is analytic on a disc A. Since (f(z)—f(t))l(z—l,) is jointly analytic

in z and £ on A x A, the integral

JÏa      z-l      dz

is analytic on A. Since

JÏC\A      z-L,       dz

is also analytic on A, we see that T0f is analytic on A. That proves (iv).

Lemma 1.1 provides simple proofs of many results in rational approximation.

For example, it yields the following corollary (cf. Arens [2]).

1.2 Corollary. Let f be a bounded measurable function on the complex plane C,

and let z0e C be fixed. Then there is a sequence of bounded measurable functions

{/■}"-i satisfying:

(i) !|/n¡u¿32||/!U.
(ii) /„ is continuous wherever f is, and analytic wherever f is.

(iii) fn is analytic in a neighborhood of zQ.

(iv) fn(0 -+f(Ofor all complex tj=z0.

Moreover, if f is continuous at z0, then

('v)' /n converges uniformly to f.

Proof. Let <£„ be a continuously differentiable function such that <f>n(z) = 0 when

\z — z0\ ̂ 2/«, <j>n(z)= 1 when \z — zQ\ ¿ 1/n, and \d<j>njdz\^ ¿4«. Then the Ténf form

a bounded sequence. A normal families argument shows that the T^J converge

pointwise to zero, except at z0. If/is continuous at z0, the convergence is uniform.

The desired sequence is then fn=f—T<t>nf.

1.3 Corollary. Let X be a compact plane set obtained from the closed unit disc

by deleting a sequence of pairwise disjoint open discs which cluster at only finitely

many points. If fe HX(X°), there is a bounded sequence {/„}"=i in R(X) such that

fn(z) ->f(z)for all z e X°. Iffe A(X), there is a sequence {/„}"= i in R(X) such that

/„ ->/ uniformly on X. (That is, R(X) = A(X).)

Proof. In each case, 1.2 reduces the problem to a set whose complement has

finitely many components, where the result is known (and easy to prove, in this

special case).

There is an equivalent dual version of 1.1 used to prove 1.3 in [15, p. 123].

Since F0 maps C(X) into C(S2), its adjoint Tf maps the measures on S2 into the

measures on X. It is easy to see that Tf has the form

T$p = <f>p.-- -£ß(z) dx dy
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where ß(z) is the Cauchy transform

** - m
The key to the "dual" lemma is that

(t^t = <!>■£.

See [10] for a proof.

2. Bounded pointwise approximation. In this section we ask, for an open set U,

when A(U) is boundedly pointwise dense in H°°(U), that is, when is each/e ZZ°°((7)

the pointwise limit on U of a sequence {/„}"= i in A(U) satisfying ||/n|| ^c||/||. For

convenience we always assume co $ 8U. A routine category argument shows that

the constant c depends only on U. It would be of interest to know when the constant

c can be taken to be 1, but here we give no information on that score.

We begin with a localization lemma akin to Bishop's theorem (11.8 of [15]).

2.1 Lemma. Let U be an open subset ofS2 with oo £ 8U. Let fie ZZ°°({/). Suppose

there is an open cover {U,)'¡=x of8U such that on each set U n U¡,fis the pointwise

limit of a sequence {/„}„ = x in A(U o U¡) satisfying

ll/rjt/nü,  ==   M\\f\\ur,ur

Then f can be approximated pointwise on U by a sequence {gm}m = i m A(U) satisfying

\\gju í A.Jtfl/l*

where A depends only on the cover {U,}.

Proof. Let {<£,}"= i be infinitely differentiable functions such that the closed

support of <¡>¡ is a compact subset of Uf, and 2 <f>i= 1 near 8U. Set/=0 off U and

let/ = F^(/). Using 1.1, we see that/— 2/ is entire and tends to the limit/(oo)

at oo. By Liouville's theorem

/ = /(«>)+£/>■

Let {hUm}%=x he a sequence in A(U n U,) such that ||n7-,m| SM||/||, and h,,m(z)

->-/(z) for zeU r\ U}. We can assume that hUm e C(S2), that ni>m^0 off Ü,

and that hUm -> n, in the weak-star topology of L'°(dx dy). Set ^i,m = F0j(nJ>m) and

set Gm=¿&,M. Using 1.1, we find that GmeA(U), and that ||Gm| ̂ AxAf ||y||,

where Xx depends only on {</>,}"=!.

If £ e U, then <f>A0hj,m(0 -* &■(£)/(£)• Recalling the definition of T0, we have

^ga^-um^-ll^dxdy

^ JJöc/ z-ç  öz

=fA®+Hm,
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where

™-lL&%**-
Now H j is the convolution of a compactly supported bounded measurable function

and the locally integrable function 1/z. So H} e C(S2). Also H¡ is analytic off 8U,

whence H, e A(U). Since ||Äy|| ¿lim sup ||«ym|| ¿M||/||, we obtain \H¡\ ¿ A2Af ||/||,

where A2 depends only on {$,).

Now set

Fn=/(w) + C7m-2 H,.
i=i

Then Fm e A(U) satisfies ||Fm|| ¿ AM||/||, where A depends only on {<f>¡y¡=í. And

Fm(i)-+f(co)+2fm=m

for all £eU.

A glance at the functions estimated shows that we may take

A-1+* 2 sup if
1=1   (eC  JJ

dz
—7j dx dy

¿1+27 diam(AO) -^ ,
/=! | dz 1

where X, is the support of d<f>j¡dz. This remark will be used in the proof of the next

theorem.

2.2 Theorem. Let U be an open subset of S2 such that co £ dU. Then the following

are equivalent :

(i) A(U) is pointwise boundedly dense in HX(U).

(ii) For each r>l, there exists c>0 such that

y(A(z;S)\t/)¿c«(A(z;rS)\£/)

for all 8 > 0 and all complex z.

(iii) There exists r> 1 and c>0 such that for all 8>0 sufficiently small,

y(A(z; 8) n dU) ¿ ca(A(z; r8)\U),       zedU.

Proof. First we use the localization lemma to show that (i) implies (ii). For this

suppose that every fe H°°(U) is the pointwise limit on F of a sequence {/n}™=i in

A(U) satisfying ||/J ¿Af ||/[|. Fix S>0, r>l, and a complex number z0. By the

definition of y, there is a function g analytic on U u {\z — z0\ >S}, such that

\g\ ¿1 and

2\g'(co)\ ï y(A(z0; 8)\U).

We will apply 2.1 to the function g and the set V= U u {|z-z0| >r8}.
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The open sets Fj={|z — z0| >8} and F2 = {|z — z0| <r8} cover 8V. The functions

g((l + l/n)z) e A(VX) are bounded by 1 and converge to g pointwise on Vx. Since

V2 n V<=U, and since geHx(U), g is approximable pointwise on V2 n V by

functions in A(V2 n V) where norms do not exceed M. By 2.1, there is a sequence

{gn}n=i on A(V) converging pointwise to g on V, such that ||gn||^AM. We can

assume gn e C(S2). Then

\g'n(œ)\ =£ \\gn\\a(A(z0;r8)\U).

Since g'n(°o) -*■ g'(°°)> we obtain

y(A(z0; 8)\[7) â 2AM«(A(z0; r8)\U).

It remains now to check that A is independent of 8 and z0. Let <j>x be a continuously

differentiable function such that <j>x = 0 near A(z0; 8), <£i=l near {|z —z0|=r8},

fsO for |z-z0|ä2rS, and 13^/3*1 ̂ 4/(r-1)8. Set </>2 = 0 if |z-z0|^r8, and

(/>2=l—(j)l on A(z0;rS). Then (f>¡ is supported inside F,, and <£i + <£2=l on 3F.

The support of <f>¡ has diameter not exceeding 4rS. By the remark following 1.1,

we can take

A = l+64r/(r-l).

This shows (ii) holds with

c = 2M(l+64rl(r-l)).

That (ii) implies (iii) holds because y is monotone.

That (iii) implies (i) follows from the techniques developed by Vitushkin. We

give a sketch of the proof, to show how Vitushkin's arguments can be modified to

obtain the result.

So suppose that (iii) is true, and that fe HX(U). For each fixed S>0, choose

points zKi and continuously differentiable functions <¡>KÓ such that

(i) zKie8U.

(ii) <I>KÓ is supported on A(zK(5; 8).

(iii) 2 $kô= 1 m a neighborhood of 3(7.

(iv) 11^/0*11.^4/8.
(v) No complex number z is contained in more than M of the discs A(zKd; 8),

where M is a universal constant.

Set/=0 off U, and define fKi = TiJf). Then

/-A»)+2/**-
K

Applying 1.1, we find that

¡/«all = 3211/11,        |/¿(co)| S 3211/11 œy(A(zK; S) n 8U).

Now Vitushkin's analysis of the situation (cf. [12], especially §§IV.3 and IV.4,

where the argument must be modified merely by replacing the modulus of con-

tinuity off by I/ID together with our hypothesis, produce functions FKÔ e C(S2)
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such that FKÔ is analytic off A(zKd; r8)\U, FKi—fK6, has a triple zero at co, and

||FcJ ¿Í» 11/11, where the constant b depends only on c and r, but not on 8.

Now \\fKÔ-FKâ\\ ¿è||/|| +3211/11 =a||/||. Since (z-zKd)3(FKÔ-fK6) is analytic out-

side A(zKi; r8) and at co, and since it is bounded by ar363||/|| on the boundary of

A(zKa; rS), we obtain

\fK6(z)-FKi(z)\ ¿ ar3S3||/||/|z-zKd|3

whenever \z—zKb\ ̂rS. This estimate continues to hold for all complex z.

Now fix the complex number zeU, z/co. Let A(«) be the number of discs

A(zK6; 8) which touch the circle dA(z; n8). Since each complex number is contained

in at most M of the discs A(zKÓ; 8), an elementary argument involving areas shows

that A(«) ¿ 4M«. If«ä2, and A(zKa; 8) touches the «th circle, then |z-zKÓ| ^(«—1)8

and |/Ka(z)-FKO(z)|¿r3a||/I/(«-l)3. Using the estimate |/ó(z)-FK¿(z)| ¿a|j/||

if A(zK6; 8) meets the first circle, we obtain

|/(z)-/(co)-2FKd(z)| ¿ J \fKi(z)-FKi(z)\
K

¿a||/|(A(l)+2 r3A(«)/(«-l)3).

Set /) =/(oo) + 2k Fkô e A(U). The preceding estimate shows that the f6 are

uniformly bounded as 8 -> 0.

Suppose zeU. Let d be the distance from z to dU, and let [¿/8] be the largest

integer not exceeding d¡8. Then A(«) = 0 when (« +1)8 <¿, so

00

\f(z)-fà(z)\ ¿ 4a||/||Mr3    j    «/(«-l)3.
n = ldlôi

Since [¿/S] -» co as S -> 0, we obtain fd(z) -*f(z) as 8 -> 0. Hence (iii) implies (i).

That completes the proof.

Now we turn to the special case, in which the diameter of every component of

dU exceeds some constant ¿> 0. In this case, A(z; 8)\U contains a connected set of

diameter 8 whenever 8¿¿ and zedU. By an elementary estimate of analytic

capacity (essentially Koebe's 1/4-theorem, cf. [15, p. 13]) we have y(A(z; 8)\U) 3:8/4

for z e dU and S ¿ ¿. Since y(A(z; 8)\U) ¿ S always, we can rephrase 2.2 as follows.

2.3 Corollary. Suppose that the diameters of the components ofdU are bounded

away from zero. Then A(U) is pointwise boundedly dense in Hœ(U) if and only if

there exists a > 0 such that for all 8 > 0 sufficiently small,

a(A(z; 8)\U) ä aS,       zedU.

An example for which dU is connected but for which approximation does not

occur appears at the end of §3.

One relation between pointwise bounded approximation and an abstract

function algebraic concept is contained in the following corollary. For a discussion

of peak points see [15].
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2.4 Corollary. Suppose that the diameters of the components of 8 U are bounded

away from zero. IfA(U) is boundedly pointwise dense in HX(U), then every point of

8U is a peak point for A(U).

Proof. The analogue of Curtis's criterion (cf. [4]) for A(U), regarded as a sub-

algebra of C(U), states that z0 e 8U is a peak point for A(U) whenever

.. a(A(z0; 8)\U)     nhm sup   v      g > 0.
Í-0 o

By 2.3, this condition is fulfilled at every point of 8U.

It is conjectured that the converse of 2.4 is also valid. Another related conjecture

is that A(U) is a dirichlet algebra on 8U whenever 8U is connected and every point

of 8U is a peak point for A(U). A special case of this conjecture is proved in §4.

For certain special sets U, it can be shown that condition (i) of 2.2 is equivalent

to the following:

(i)' The unit ball of A(U) is pointwise boundedly dense in the unit ball of HX(U).

See [9] for details. It is not known whether (i)' is always equivalent to (i). An

affirmative answer would show that A(K) is pointwise boundedly dense in Hœ(K°)

whenever the inner boundary of K is at most countable. An affirmative answer

would also show that (i)-(iii) are equivalent to the following pointwise condition:

(iv) For each z e 8U, there exists r> 1 such that

,. y(A(z; 8) n 8U)
hm sup   \w .   xvm    < œ-

ö_o      o=(A(z; r8)\U)

3. Pointwise bounded approximation by R(K). Let K be a compact plane set.

Then A(K) consists of the functions on A(K°) extended in all possible continuous

ways to K. So the preceding section gives necessary and sufficient criteria that

A(K) be boundedly pointwise dense in Hœ(K°). The corresponding problem for

R(K) seems to be more difficult, and we have not been able to solve it in general.

However, the arguments of §2 can be carried over to give some partial results. The

analogue of the localization lemma is the following.

3.1 Lemma. Let K be a compact subset of S2 such that <x> $ 8K, and such that 8K

has zero area. Let fe H™(K°). Suppose there is an open cover {Uj}n=x of 8K° such

that on each K° n U^fis the pointwise limit of a sequence fm in R(K n Uj) satisfying

||/m|| =M ll/ll. Then f can be approximated pointwise on K° by a sequence gm in

R(K) satisfying \\gm\\ ̂cM|/||, where c depends only on the cover {Uj}.

Proof. Note that in this case the function Gm in the proof of 2.1 is analytic in a

neighborhood of K, while the H, vanish since 8K has zero area. With these remarks,

the proof of 2.1 applies.

3.2 Theorem. Let K be a compact plane set. If there exist r > 1 and c> 0 such that

y(A(z; 8) n 3Zv°) < cy(A(z; 8)\K)
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for 8 > 0 sufficiently small and all zedK°, then R(K) is pointwise boundedly dense in

Hm(K°). Conversely, if dK has zero area, and if R(K) is pointwise boundedly dense

in Hœ(K°), then for each r>l, there exists c>0 such that

y(A(z;8)\K°)i cy(A(z;r8)\K)

for all 8 > 0 and all complex z.

3.3 Corollary. Let K be a compact plane set such that the diameters of the

components of Kc are bounded away from zero. Then R(K) is pointwise boundedly

dense in Ha'(K°).

Proof. In this case, y(A(z; r8)\K)^r8¡4 providing 8 is sufficiently small, and

z e dK. Since always y(A(z; S) n 3F°)¿8, we obtain the estimate required to

apply 3.2.

Note that 3.3 also follows from 2.3 and the fact that R(K) = A(K) (cf. [15, p.

125]).

3.4 Corollary. If dK has zero area and R(K) is boundedly pointwise dense in

H™(K°),thenR(K) = A(K).

Proof. Let z e dK. Since y dominates a while y(F) = a(F) for all open V, we have

by 3.2

a(A(z, 8)\K°) ¿ ca(A(z, r8)\K).

This is Vitushkin's condition that R(K) = A(K).

The hypothesis that dK has zero area is unnecessarily stringent, but we are

unable to weaken it substantially. It suffices to assume, for instance, that the set

of points on dK which are not peak points for R(K) have zero area. We suspect

that the sufficient condition in 3.1 (or a related condition) is both necessary and

sufficient. We also conjecture that 3.3 holds with the hypothesis R(dK) = C(dK).

The inequivalence of bounded pointwise approximation and uniform approxima-

tion is exhibited by the following example, essentially due to S. Fisher [8].

Example. Let A be the closed unit disc and let {A°(an;rn)} be a sequence of

pointwise disjoint open discs in A whose boundaries touch and are dense on the

interval [0, 1 ], and which satisfy 2 rn < I ■ Set

K= A\U A°(a„;rn).
n = l

Then dK is connected and has zero area. The algebras R(K) and A(K) coincide

because the inner boundary of K lies on a line segment [13, p. 185], while the

bounded analytic function

F(z) = exp(/Jo1^-z)

is not a pointwise bounded limit of functions in R(K). A related more detailed

example appears in §5.
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4. Construction of some dirichlet algebras. Let B be a uniform algebra on a

compact space X, that is, B is a closed separating subalgebra of C(X) which

contains the constants. The algebra B is dirichlet on X if the space Re(B) of real

parts of functions in B is dense in CR(X). For information on dirichlet algebras,

see [14].

Let K be a compact subset of the Riemann sphere S2, and let BK be the algebra

of functions in C(K) which can be extended continuously to 52 so as to be analytic

on S2\K. Notice that BK consists of the functions in A(S2\K), extended in all

possible continuous ways to S2.

The compact set K is a dirichlet set if BK is a dirichlet algebra on K. If K is a

dirichlet set, then K is connected. In the other direction, Walsh's theorem shows

that if K° is connected and dense in K, then K is a dirichlet set. More generally,

if K° has a finite number of components, K° is dense in K, and K is connected,

then K is a dirichlet set (cf. [1], [11]).

In this section, we will construct some new dirichlet algebras from old ones by

proving that, under certain hypotheses, the union of two dirichlet sets is a dirichlet

set. We suspect that the union of two dirichlet sets which meet is always a dirichlet

set. The first lemma is a very special case of this conjecture, which will illustrate

the techniques involved which we will be using. We will assume familiarity with

the notion of "sweeping" measures to the boundary, using harmonic measure

(cf. [11]).

4.1 Lemma. If K is a dirichlet set, and J is a closed disc which meets K at precisely

one point, then K\J J is a dirichlet set.

Proof. The proof will be based on the following theorem of Glicksberg [11]:

If Kx and K2 are disjoint dirichlet sets, then the closure of Re(BKlUK2) has codimen-

sion one in CR(KX u K2). The real functionals orthogonal to Re(BKluKz) are the

multiples of the "conjugate period" functional u -> J* du, where ü is the harmonic

extension of u e CR(KX u K2) to S2, and T is a simple closed Jordan curve separating

Kx and K2. By reducing to the case of an annulus, the norm of the "conjugate

period" functional is computed to be 47r/|log r |, where r is the conformai radius of

the annulus between Kx and K2.

Suppose now that Kr\J={z0}, so that z0e8J. Let {■/„}"= i be an increasing

sequence of closed Jordan domains such that /„£/, z0 $Jn, and

Z„n{|z-z0| ^ 1/n} = /n{|z-z0| ^ 1/n}.

(For instance, we could take Jn=J n {|z—z0| ï; 1/n}.)

Let vn be the real measure on 8K u 8Jn which represents the conjugate period

functional orthogonal to BKyjJn. If m > n, then the sweep of vm to 3Zv n 8Jn is vn.

In particular, \\vm\\ ̂ \\vn\\ if m^n.

Suppose that ||i^n|| remains bounded. Let rm be the conformai radius of the

annulus between K and Jn. Then rn^r where r < 1. Let /„ be the conformai
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mapping of the annulus {/„< \z\ < 1} onto U\Jn where U is the component of S2\K

containing J. We can suppose that fn -»-/ uniformly on compact subsets of

{r<|z|<l}. Elementary complex analysis shows that / is a conformai map of

{r< \z\ < 1} onto U\J. However U\J is simply connected. This contradiction shows

that

lim |v„|| = co.
n-*oo

Now let p. be a real measure on K u J which is orthogonal to BKuJ, and let p.n

be the sweep of p. to K u Jn. Since the only mass of p which is being swept lies on

J\Jn, we have

ll/x-^l ¿ \p\({0< |z-z0| < l/«})^0.

Now p.n is a real measure on Fu Jn orthogonal to BKuJn, so pn = cnvn for some

constant cn. If m > n, the sweeps of p,m and vm dK u djn are p.n and vn respectively.

Consequently the constants cn coincide. Since \vn\ -> +00, we have cn = 0 for all «,

and p.n = 0. Consequently p = 0. It follows that F u / is a dirichlet set.

The same methods can be sharpened to prove the following generalization of 4.1.

4.2 Theorem. Let J be a closed Jordan domain (dj is a simple closed Jordan curve)

on S2. If K is any dirichlet set which meets J, then F u J is a dirichlet set.

Proof. For the sake of definiteness, we assume that there are an infinite number

of component arcs {fn}ñ=i of (dJ)\K. Let{Fn}"=1 be disjoint closed Jordan domains

such that r„çFi—F and En meets F only at the two endpoints of Tn. It is easy

to see that the disc of 4.1 can be replaced by a closed Jordan domain which

meets K in two points. Using this observation, and induction, we find that

K u E1 u • • • u Em is a dirichlet set for any integer m.

Let p. be a real measure on F u J orthogonal to BKuJ. Then p is supported on

K u dj. Let pm he the sweep of p to 8(K u E1 u • • ■ u Em). The mass of p being

swept lies on \Jk=m + 1 rk, so

ll/*-/*»ll = HÍ Ü   r^-o.
\k = m = 1        I

However, pm is a real measure orthogonal to BKuElU... uEm. So p.m=0, p.=0, and

F u / is dirichlet.

The same technique of sweeping and passing to the limit proves the following.

4.3 Theorem. Let K be a dirichlet set. Let {Jn}ñ= 1 be closed Jordan domains such

that each Jn meets K, and K u (\J ™= 1 Jn) is closed. Then K u (1J "= x Jn) is a dirichlet

set.

5. An example. According to Browder and Wermer [3], there is an arc T on

S2 which is a dirichlet set. We will obtain our example by modifying this arc

according to an idea of Dolzhenko [5].
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We can suppose that oo £ T. Let {Ay}°°=0 be a sequence of open discs with disjoint

closures, such that oo e A0, the radii of the A, tend to zero, each A; touches T at

precisely one point, and Uf=o A, is dense in T. Let X=S2\({J™=0 A;), then:

(1) A' is a compact plane set.

(2) Xo is connected and simply connected.

(3) Xo is dense in X.

By 4.3, K= T u (U™=o &j)IS a dirichlet set. The algebra BK consists of the functions

in A(X), extended in all possible continuous ways to S2. Consequently

(4) A(X) is a dirichlet algebra on 8X.

From the theory of dirichlet algebras, we have the following (cf. [14]).

(5) lffeH">(X°), there is a sequence {/„}£., in A(X) such that ||/„|Uá ||/||.

and/n(z) ->/(z) for all zeX°.

Now suppose, in addition, that the radii r¡ of the L, are chosen so that 2f= i r¡ < oo.

Let T; be a closed curve obtained by pushing 3Ay slightly into X°, except at the

point where 3A; meets Y. The r; can be chosen so that the measure ¡x which is dz

on T0 and — dz on Y¡, 1 Sj<ao, is a finite measure. The measure /x satisfies

jfdp = 0, fe R(X)

jfdp = 27rif'(œ),      fe Br.

The mass of ¡x is carried on X°. It follows from Lebesgue's dominated con-

vergence theorem that no function fe Br satisfying/'(oo)^0 can be a pointwise

limit on A"5 of a bounded sequence in R(X). In particular, we obtain

(6) R(X) is not pointwise boundedly dense in HX(X°).

6. Vector valued approximation. In this section we note that Vitushkin's tech-

niques for rational approximation extend to vector valued analytic functions. This

observation leads to results on an old problem about tensor products. The results

of this section are motivated by Eifler's paper [7].

Let X be a compact plane set, and let IF be a Banach space. Let C(X, W) denote

the Banach space of continuous functions from X to W, with the usual supremum

norm. Let A(X, W) be the subspace of C(X, W) of functions analytic on Xo, and

let R(X, W) be the closure in C(X, W) of the functions which extend to be analytic

in a neighborhood of X.

By Dugundji's theorem, we may assume that each function in C(X, W) is

extended to the complex plane, has compact support, and attains its norm on X.

The modulus of continuity of the extended functions will be denoted by a>.

6.1 Theorem. The following are equivalent, for feC(X, W):

(a)feR(X,W).

(b) For each LeW*,L °/e R(X).
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(c) For every infinitely differentiable function <¡> supported on any disc A(z0; 8),

\\\mdpxdy ¿ 2n8co(f; 28) Ff_ a(A(z0; 8)\K).

(d) There exist r ^ 1, and a function il(8) -*■ 0 as 8 -» 0, such that for any infinitely

differ entiable function j> supported on any disc A(z0; 8),

IJ>>f Hs Hlll+!ll>(4<2°;r8)w'
Proof. This theorem is proved for scalar valued functions by Vitushkin [13].

The proof of the general case involves only a slight modification of Vitushkin's

work. We will only sketch the necessary changes.

It is clear that (a) implies (b), and that (c) implies (d). That (b) implies (c) is

essentially Lemma IV.2.2 of [13], in the case of scalar valued functions. The vector

valued case follows from the scalar valued case by taking suprema over linear

functionals on W.

Finally, (d) implies (a), by the arguments developed in sections IV.3 and IV.4

of [13], with only two minor changes. Absolute value signs must be replaced by

norms at the appropriate places. And the coefficient matching Lemma IV.3.2 must

be replaced by the following statement : If F is a subset of the complex plane with

analytic center z0, and if a, be W satisfy ||a| ¿a(F) and ||è|| ¿(8(F), then there is

fe C(S2, W) such that ||/||œ ¿6, /is analytic off a compact subset of F, and

Az) = -^- + ^-^2 + 0(r—l—r3)
z-z0    (z-z0)2        \\z-z0\3Jz-z0    (z-z0);

near co. The proof of this latter statement is exactly the same as that of the scalar

version in [13].

6.2 Corollary. IfR(X) = A(X), then R(X, W) = A(X, W)for all Banach spaces

W.

Now suppose that X and F are compact spaces, and that A and B are closed

subspaces of C(X) and C( Y) respectively. The tensor product A ® B of A and B

is the closed linear span in C(X x Y) of functions of the form f(x)g(y), where

fe A and ge B. The slice subspace S of C(Xx Y) consists of G e C(Xx Y) such

that y-*■ G(x,y) belongs to B for all fixed xe X, and x-> G(x,y) belongs to A

for all fixed y e Y. Clearly A <g) Fc s. If A and B are algebras, then so are A (g) B

and S. It is not known whether A <g> B and F must always coincide.

It is natural to identify C(Xx Y) with C(X, C(Y)). Under this identification, S

becomes the set of all fe C(X, B) such that F °/e A for all linear functionals F

on B. This follows, for instance, from a simple argument using the Riesz representa-

tion theorem and the Hahn-Banach theorem.
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Now suppose that X is a plane set. Then R(X) ® B can be identified with

R(X, B). In view of 6.1, we obtain the following.

6.3 Corollary. If X is a compact plane set, Y is a compact Hausdorff space,

and B is a closed subspace ofC( Y), then R(X) (g) B coincides with the slice subspace S.

By P(X) we denote the closure in C(X) of the polynomials in z. By Mergelyan's

theorem, P(X)=A(X) whenever X has a connected complement. If X and Fare

compact plane sets with connected complements, then it seems eminently reasonable

that also P(Xx Y) = A(Xx Y). We know of no elementary proof of this fact (based

on Mergelyan's theorem). However, that the theorem is true follows by taking

B = A(Y) in 2.3, and noting that P(Xx Y) = R(Xx Y) in this case. More generally,

we have the following

6.4 Corollary. If X is a compact plane set such that R(X) = A(X), and if Y is

a compact subset of Cn such that R(Y) = A(Y), then R(Xx Y) = A(Xx Y).
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